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Macro backdrop
October saw a busy earnings season drive a number of individual share price movements, while eﬀorts
to break the Brexit stalemate and a continuing growth/value grapple created volatility at the wider market
level. The UK government yet again failed to pass its latest EU withdrawal bill which - after prolonged
wrangling - resulted in a General Election date being agreed for 12 December. Sterling rallied strongly
on the expectation for the return of a parliamentary majority for the ruling Conservative Party, however
continued uncertainty persists.

Fund performance and activity
While corporate earnings in Europe and the US were broadly in-line with market expectations, the high
hurdle set for a number of well-owned growth stocks meant that a material earnings beat was needed to
see positive share price moves on results day. Meanwhile, downgrades in more cyclical value-orientated
names were absorbed into already-depressed valuations. As with the more pronounced growth/value
rotations in August and September, we sought to maintain exibility towards factor risks, as some of the
long book's quality growth names such as Nestle, Orsted and Danone gave back some of their recent
strong performance. This was counterbalanced by the Core long positions in strong sterling bene ciaries
Land Securities, Capita, Legal & General and Next.
Elsewhere, attribution was more stock speci c. The long position in housebuilder Bellway disappointed
as its management team moderated its margin guidance. However, this was oﬀset by a short position in a
more London-centric, higher average selling price housebuilder, where management surprised the market
with a material lowering of guidance. Also within the short book, a position in a French advertising agency
contributed following a pro t warning citing ongoing margin pressure and contract losses. Conversely, it
was pleasing to see a second sequential quarterly pro t beat from rival WPP, where the fund has a long
position, despite facing the same macro pressures.
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Outlook/strategy
There are a number of outstanding issues to contend with before we reach the end of the year. First on the agenda; will the
incumbent Conservative Party win the General Election by enough margin to subsequently force through their EU withdrawal bill?
The myriad issues currently driving party politics, combined with the potential for tactical voting, all have an unpredictable eﬀect on
the UK's rst-past-the-post electoral system, meaning there are a number of plausible alternate scenarios as to both the make-up
of any new government and the direction of Brexit. The persistent valuation discount means we remain positive on UK domestics.
However, the likelihood of prolonged volatility in sterling and share prices means we remain patient with both the long and short
book, and will seek to use this volatility over the course of the next month to incrementally build positioning in our target list of
attractive names.
Source: Janus Henderson Investors, as at 31 October 2019

Benchmark information
Index benchmark: UK Base Interest Rate
Index benchmark usage: Target,Comparator
The UK Base Interest Rate is the interest rate set by the Bank of England. It is the performance target of the Fund and it provides
a useful comparison against which the Fund's performance can be assessed over time.
Discrete year performance % change
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30 Sep 2018 to 30 Sep 2019
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30 Sep 2017 to 30 Sep 2018
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30 Sep 2016 to 30 Sep 2017
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30 Sep 2015 to 30 Sep 2016
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30 Sep 2014 to 30 Sep 2015
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0.5

Source: at 30 Sep 2019. © 2019 Morningstar. All rights reserved, performance is on a net of fees basis, with gross income reinvested. Discrete performance data may
change due to nal dividend information being received after quarter end.
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Important Information
This document is intended solely for the use of professionals, de ned as Eligible Counterparties or Professional Clients, and is not for
general public distribution.Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of an investment and the income from it
can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally invested. Tax assumptions and reliefs depend upon an investor's
particular circumstances and may change if those circumstances or the law change. If you invest through a third party provider you
are advised to consult them directly as charges, performance and terms and conditions may diﬀer materially. Nothing in this document
is intended to or should be construed as advice. This document is not a recommendation to sell or purchase any investment. It does
not form part of any contract for the sale or purchase of any investment.Any investment application will be made solely on the basis
of the information contained in the Prospectus (including all relevant covering documents), which will contain investment restrictions.
This document is intended as a summary only and potential investors must read the prospectus, and where relevant, the key investor
information document before investing. We may record telephone calls for our mutual protection, to improve customer service and for
regulatory record keeping purposes.
The Custodian in Spain is BNP PARIBAS SECURITIES SERVICES S.C.A.
Issued in Europe by Janus Henderson Investors. Janus Henderson Investors is the name under which investment products and
services are provided by Janus Capital International Limited (reg no. 3594615), Henderson Global Investors Limited (reg. no. 906355),
Henderson Investment Funds Limited (reg. no. 2678531), AlphaGen Capital Limited (reg. no. 962757), Henderson Equity Partners
Limited (reg. no.2606646), (each registered in England and Wales at 201 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 3AE and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority) and Henderson Management S.A. (reg no. B22848 at 2 Rue de Bitbourg, L-1273, Luxembourg and
regulated by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier).
[Janus Henderson, Janus, Henderson, Perkins, Intech, Alphagen, VelocityShares, Knowledge. Shared and Knowledge Labs] are
trademarks of Janus Henderson Group plc or one of its subsidiaries. © Janus Henderson Group plc.

